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REGION OF JUPITER: VOYAGER I AND 2
D. N. Baker*, R. D. Zwickl • , J. F. C , rbary •• , S. M. Krimigis • ', and R. P.
Lepping•
'Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, '•JHU/APL,
Laurel, MD 20810, ••• NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771
ABSTRACT
Long-lived upstream energetic ion events at Jupiter appear to be very similar in nea r ly all respects
to upstream ion events at earth. A notable difference between the two planetary systems is tre
enhanced heavy ion compositional signature reported for the Jovian events. This compositional fea-
ture has suggested that ions escaping from the Jovian magnetosphere play an important role in form-
ing upstream ion populations at Jupiter. In contrast, models of energetic upstream ions at earth
emphasize in situ acceleration of reflected solar wind ions within the upstream region itself_ Using
Voyager I andTenergetic (Z 30 keV ) ion measurements near the magneropause, in the magneto-
sheath, and immediately upstream of the bow shock, we examine the compositional patterns to-
gether with typical energy spectra in each of these regions. We find characteristic spectral
changes late in ion events observed upstream of the bow shock at the same time that heavy ior.
fluxes are enhanced and energetic electrons are present. A model involving upstream Ferm accr!-
eratior early in events and emphasizing energetic particle escape in the prenoon part of the Jevian
magnetosphere late in events is presented to explain many of the features in the upstream reo,cn
of Jupiter.
INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the exploratory Pioneer 10 and 11 missions, Voyager I and 2 [1) were weir- n<-trumertec
to examine the Jovian magnetospheric energetic icn populations in the range of " 30 keV;rr to
several hundred keV/n [2). The result was a wealth of new information about the fluxes, energy
spectra, anisotrcpies, and elemental cu '— oositio', patterns of the ion populations at Jupiter both
within the Joviar magnetosphere [2] and in ;i,e immediate environs of the planet [3).
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Figure I is a projection on the ecliptic plane of
the inbound trajectories of Voyager I and 2. Tree
cartesian coordinate system is scaled in units cf
Jovian radii ( I R J = 7 x 10 4 km ). Tick marks
on the trajectory profiles are labeled by the day
of year (day I = Jan. 1) in 1979. The dotted and
long-dash hyperbolic curves labeled VI and V2 are
meant to illustrate the Jovian bow shock at its
innermost encounters with Voya ger I and Voyager
2, respectively.
The smal l inset in Figure I shows the anqular
distribution measuring scheme of the Low-Energy
Charged-Particle (LECP) detector system used in
the present study [2, 31. The LECP _cans in
a^ fixed time steps (ranging from 6 sec to 6 minutes
depending on mode) from sector I to secto. 8 and
then scans backward from sector 8 to sector 1.
Sector 8 is blocked by a shield and representF a
background measur.ng position of the LECP. Con-
'	 vective particle transport in the solar wind would
generally be expected to be seen in sector I as
illustrated by the cross-hatched segment labeled
EXB. Particles coming from Jupiter to the
	
3VI	 Voyager detectors would be expected to be seen
1	 1	 in sectors 3 and 4.
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\ _­11	 As reported by Zwickl et al. [3], many energetic
Fig. I An ecliptic plane projection of the in- 	 ion events of probable Jovian origin were seen as
bound trajectories of Voyager I and 2 at Jupiter. the Voyagers approached and receded from

the field azimuth on average rotates gradually from -30° to +60°. As is clear from Figure 1, a
linear extrapolation of the field direction from Voyager 2 to the bow shock during this rotation
would give a nominal connection that progressed from the subsolar region to the dawn sector.
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Fig. 3 Scan-averaged energetic particle data 	 Fig. 4 Same as Figure 3 for 3-4 July 1979.
(upper four panels) and magnetic field strength
(lower panel) for 29 June and 30 June 1979.
Figure 3 is a line plot of several selected energetic particle and magnetic field data for the same
period shown in Figure 2. The upper two panels of Figure 3 are the scan-averaged PLO 2 and PLO
5 counting rates (15 -min averages) while the third panel shows the counting rate of a channel sen-
sitive primarily to heavy ions with Z > 6. The fourth panel shows the- counting rate of an LECP
channel which measures e lectrons with E > 2.5 MeV. Finally the bottom panel of Figure 3 shows
the magnitude of B' as in Figure 2, but shows this ::1 an expanded vertical scale-
Note in the 43-80 keV ions of Figure 3 that after the brief burst of ions at '%, 1100 UT, the fluxes
seen in this energy range rise rapidly (< 45 min) to a nearly constant value and then remain tnere
for over 15 hours. In contrast, the 215-540 keV ions build up gradually with time, more-or-less in
concert with the field azimuth rotation seen in Figure 2. It is also clear in Figure 3 that after
1400 UT the Z > 6 fluxes began to increase above the detection threshold level, and only after
1700_ UT do we see any significant increase of the > 2.5 MeV electrons above background.
Figure 4 shows another 36-hour period of Voyager 2 data on Days 184 and 185. The spacecraft
crossed the bow shock and entered the magnetosheath at 1730 UT on Day 184. The first event in
Figure 4 shows the same features as seen in the event illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The initial
short-duration bursts (0300-0600 UT) are seen only at low energies while after 1 . 0800 LIT the
high energy fluxes increase markedly. The third and fourth panels show, as in the previous example,
that the Z > 6 and the electrons (E > 2.5 MeV) increase significantly only quite late in the event.
The second long-lived ion event in Figure 4 occurs entirely within the magnetosheath. The bottom
panel of Figure 4 shows that the low frequency wave amplitudes from 1830 UT to 0530 UT :ire very
large (AB/B'- 0.8). Examination of the energetic ions for this period shows that the particle ani-
sotropies are (in the spacecraft frame) generally consistent with flow from the subsolar region to-
ward the dawn side.
Scholer and co-workers [6] have shown in the case of the upstream region at earth that there are
two energetic ion populations. One population they attribute to upstream Fermi acceleration of
solar wind ions which have been reflected by the terrestrial bow shock [7, 8]. These ions (protons)
have soft energy spectra and are unaccompanied by energetic electrons. The second population
Scholar at al, attribute to magnetospheric origin. This second group has a hard spectrum at high
energies, bends over significantly at low energies, and is accompanied by energetic electrons. Since
we see parts of many Jovian events to be accompanied by electrons and also by very substantial
fluxes of Z > 6 particles (which almost certainly are of magnetospheric origin), we have examined
typical ion energy spectra in each of the long-lived events.
Figure 5 shows several spectra from two illustrative periods. The first period on Day 178 was an
event period in which we found no significant energetic electron enhancement and in which the Z >
6 fluxes increases were at a level barely above background. Throughout the event, the spectra were
as shown in Figure 5 with a soft spectrum reaching the background level at ti 500 keV. This same
type of soft spectrum was seen early in the Day 180 event (cf. Fig. 2 and 3) before energetic elec-
trons or heavy ions were detected. This type of spectrum is illustrated by the Day 180 1300-1315 UT
example. This contrasts markedly with the type of spectra seen when energetic electrons and
heavy ions are present. As seen in the 2315-2330 UT example of Figure 5 this latter type spectrum
is quite hard at high energies and rolls over at lower energies.
Representative energetic ion
the Jovian upstream region
:ors on 27 June (left panel)
inel) 1979.
INTERPRETATION AND
spectra	
MAGNETOPAUSEI	
_.__	 _	
Iby Voyager
and 29 June
	 Fig. 6 An interpretive moe'el sketch of the up-
stream region, the magnetosheath, and the outer
magnetosphere of Jupiter. A preferred escape of
Jovian particles at the dawn magnetopause is em-
phasized in the mode' as described in the text.
CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 6 is a schematic model which is consistent with our observations in essentially all of our
available upstream Jovian events. The interplanetary magnetic field is often nearly radial throughout
most of the events studied, but the field frequently rotates gradually from a projected connection
to the nose region toward connection at local dawn. We hypothesize that initally the IMF makes
contact with the Jovian bow shock toward the dust side. In this region a small fraction of solar
wind protons are reflected as has been suggested in the terrestrial case [7] and form a reflected
beam streaming against the solar wind. This beam goes unstable via the elect rornagnetic ion beam
instability [8] to form a diffuse population and low-frequency waves. We hypothesize further that as
the IMF field convects across the bow shock toward the dawn side, son-.e fraction of the protons present in
the upstream region scatter back and forth in the foreshock region and accelerate to higher energy by the
Fermi process [7, 91.
Field lines that have connected for very long times or field lines threading the spacecraft that rotate to-
ward the prenoon side of the Jovian magnetosphere apparently become heavily populated with Z > 6 ions
and energetic electrons that have escaped from the Jovian magnetosphere. We propose that there is a pre-
ferred escape region in the prenoon sector of the Jovian magnetopause from which energetic particles can
escape with increased probability. These escaping particles than flow upstream along properly connected
dawn side field lines and mix with the ion population furned by the upstream Fermi acceleration process.
A suggestion as to the cause of the preferred escape region is that particle corotation (which is quite
clear immediately inside the magnetopause [2] ) wou l d give a strong directional component to the magne-
tospheric particle population. Corotational drift paths would tend to reach greater jovicentric distances
on the nightside and then the corotating particles wo0d be driven into the magnetopause boundary through
out the local morning region. Under relatively time-stationary configuration conditions, this effect could
produce significant velocity shears (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) leading to enhanced leakage on the
morning side as illust • ated in Figure 6.
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